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Introduction

It is a common assumption in economics that increased compensation for effort leads to
increased effort. 1 Tying compensation directly to effort, such as paying a piece rate, can
sometimes crowd out intrinsic motivation and thus reduce effort (Fehr and Schmidt, 2004; Frey,
1997). In such settings, bonuses can be effective tools for incentivising effort as they are less
rigorously related to performance, require less monitoring, and therefore may preserve the trust
that often underpins workers’ willingness to exert effort on behalf of the employer.2
In this paper, we provide important new insights into the functioning of gift-exchange and bonus
systems in a real workplace setting. This is in contrast to most of the existing literature (for
example, Bradler et al., 2013; Gneezy and List, 2006; Kosfeld and Neckermann, 2011), which
looks at students’ behaviour in a one-shot employment situation or workers with a new
employment opportunity. Specifically, we conducted a natural field experiment with health care
workers at outpatient clinics in the urban and suburban areas of the Arusha region in Tanzania,
testing how conditional and unconditional gifts impact their performance over long periods,
ranging from six weeks to almost six months. We tested the impact of giving the same gift in
three different ways by randomly assigning health workers to one of three treatment groups and
the control. To differentiate between conditional and unconditional gifts in this real-world
setting, we needed to control for the fact that conditional gifts often come later than
unconditional gifts. Thus, members of one group received an immediate (unconditional) gift,
those in the second group were promised an unconditional gift at a later time, and those in the
third were promised a gift at a later time if they met a performance target. Importantly, because
we could not observe effort without potentially impacting motivation in this setting, the control
group received no gifts but was subjected to the same level of implied scrutiny from the research
team over the course of the study.
The study shows that the treatment group given an immediate gift had the largest effort response
in the short run and that, relative to the control group, all types of gifts caused workers to
increase their effort. However, there are differences between the initial response (after a visit
explaining the treatments) and the later response (after a follow-up visit). In the initial period,
agents who received the gift up front increased their performance about twice as much as those
who were promised the gift at a later stage and those who had to earn the gift by reaching a
specific performance target. But later, after the promised gift was delivered or the earned gift
was handed over, those agents who had received their gift up front and those who received the
gift in return for reaching performance targets returned to a performance level similar to the
control group’s, behaving as if they believed they had already repaid or earned the value of the
gift they received. In contrast, those who later received the unconditional gift that had been
previously promised increased their effort relative to the control group, even though they had
also increased their effort somewhat when they were originally promised the gift. Introducing
1 The

evidence of the positive correlation between compensation and effort is mixed (Deci, 1971; Gneezy and
Rustichini, 2000; Mas, 2006). This is particularly the case when we expect that some degree of intrinsic motivation
drives effort or when worker effort produces multiple outputs (Deci, 1972; Kreps, 1997).
2 In fact, there is a significant literature on the role of gifts in economic exchanges, including work in laboratory
settings and in field experiments (for example, Akerlof, 1982; Gneezy and List, 2006; Rigdon, 2002). We
extensively review this literature in the next section.
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the temporal element of promising but delaying the gift revealed that the impact of gifts can be
increased by dividing them into two parts: learning about a gift and receiving it. In other words,
promising a gift before delivering it led to a “double dividend”, with the group receiving this
treatment having the largest overall increase in effort over the two time periods. This finding
yields important insights into the temporal aspects of reciprocity.
In order to measure the quality of care that the health workers participating in the study provided
to their patients, we interviewed patients as they left their outpatient consultations, about items
that national protocol requires be addressed during consultations, concerning their presenting
symptoms. The existence of these protocols allows us to assume that increases in effort are good
for the patient in the sense that they contribute to the probability of being cured, the probability
of eliminating extra incorrect diagnoses (and therefore reducing excess use of medicine), and
the probability that the patient will understand the treatment prescribed. Our interventions
provided a one-off small addition to the normal pay structure for all of the participants; none of
our treatments impacted their caseload, hours of work, competencies, wages, or promotion
possibilities.
In all treatment groups and the control, clinicians received encouragement in which we
explained that we would like them to increase their effort, told them of five items that are
commonly neglected in the study region, and offered information about these important items.
To control for the impact of scrutiny on participants, we maintained the same level of contact
and exposure to our research team in the control group as in the gift treatment groups.
Importantly, we found that even in the control, the workers showed performance increases over
the course of our study. The impacts of gifts in the treatment groups discussed here are
compared with this increase in the control group: all participants increased their effort over the
course of the study, but those who received gifts increased their effort more. The fact that we
observed increases in effort for the control group demonstrates the methodological importance
of creating a reasonable control in a long-term randomised controlled trial (RCT) study. Relying
instead on performance levels taken before the interventions as a baseline would have led to a
significant overestimation of the treatment effect. Likewise, comparing the treatment groups
with a control group that did not receive similar levels of attention—as is often done in RCTs in
developing countries—would also have significantly overstated the impact of the intervention.
We were also able to test for crowding out or task shifting by examining performance on tasks
that were not offered as examples of particularly important tasks during the encouragement
visit. Although effort related to mentioned activities increased more than unmentioned
activities, we found no evidence of task shifting or crowding out from gift giving.
Finally, we consider our choice of health workers in a developing-country context to be
important. This is a setting in which effort is difficult to observe and almost impossible to verify.
We know that a significant gap exists between effort provided by health workers and their
capacity (Das and Hammer, 2007; Das et al., 2008; Maestad and Torsvik, 2008; Rowe et al.,
2005). Despite the low quality of health care in most developing countries, health workers in
these settings are commonly described as being motivated by intrinsic rewards. The literature on
health care is full of references to terms such as professionalism, esteem and caring (Freidson,
1970; Lindelow and Serneels, 2006; Mathauer and Imhoff, 2006; Serra et al., 2011). Given that
reliance on the prosocial instincts of health care workers has failed to assure quality and that
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most developing countries lack the institutional infrastructure to effectively regulate quality,
attention has turned to other forms of motivation, particularly monetary incentives to provide
specific inputs.3 However, paying health workers to increase their workload is not the same
thing as paying them to increase quality. Writing contracts based on quality is likely to be much
more difficult. Thus, in such settings, gifts and bonuses may help to solve problems that have
otherwise proven difficult to address.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: in the following section, we discuss the
existing evidence on the link between gifts and effort and how it relates to our current
experiment. In section 3 we discuss the data, our experimental design and our estimation
strategy. In section 4 we review the results of the experiment, and section 5 concludes.

3 There

is evidence that direct incentives (pay for performance) and organisational incentives (supervision
combined with institutionalised rewards or punishments) do lead to improved quantity of care. See Eichler and
Levine (2009), for an extended discussion of pay for performance; and Basinga et al. (2011); Meessen et al. (2006),
for early evidence of success.
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Inducing effort with gifts

Gifts are important in all cultures and have played an important economic role in most primitive
societies (Posner, 1980). A gift is “any exchange of goods and services with no guarantee of
recompense in order to create, nourish, or recreate social bonds between people” (Cailleé,
2001). Despite the lack of guaranteed recompense, research has focused on the reciprocal
obligations implied by a gift (Mauss, 1990). Gifts form part of the “ritual practice through
which the current value of a relationship may be communicated and maintained” (Berking,
1999). Camerer (1988) suggests that gifts are useful as signals of intentions within relationships.
In most traditional societies, gifts are more accurately described as loans (Osteen, 2002). As
Posner (1980, pp. 16) notes, “gifts in primitive society are explicitly reciprocal: a man is under a
strong moral duty to repay a gift, when he can, with a gift of equivalent value”. Development
economists often encounter gifts as central to economic relationships such as social insurance
networks (Fafchamps, 1992) and landlord-tenant relationships (Sadoulet et al., 1994), and even
as a basic tool for avoiding theft (Schechter, 2007). Thus, gifts form part of a long-term
incomplete contract between the recipient and giver.4 It is not always clear, however, whether
gifts help generate a relationship characterised by mutual exchange (à la Cailleé) or invoke
reciprocal responses within an existing relationship (à la Posner).
Gift exchange has been discussed extensively as a way to understand wages and effort in the
workplace (Akerlof, 1982; Gneezy and List, 2006; Rigdon, 2002). These authors posit and find
that giving above-market wages to employees can result in higher effort, even though the wages
are not contingent on effort, pointing to reciprocity as a motive for worker effort choices. To test
these implications, Gneezy and Rustichini (2000) conducted experiments with treatments of
either getting paid to do a specific task or not getting paid to do the task. They found the
expected result that higher compensation induced higher effort within the group that was paid,
but total effort was higher in the group that was not paid.5 Where tested, the experimental
evidence highlights the importance of duration, in particular, that gifts lead to short-term gains.
Gneezy and List (2006) posit that the short-term increase in effort from receiving a gift might be
caused by a “hot” evaluation of the relative costs and benefits of the task: in the long run, a
“cold” evaluation of the same incentives may lead to a different allocation of effort. However,
the impact may also come from temporal effort shifting: working harder because you received
the gift makes you tired and results in lower levels of effort later. Their design highlights this
impact but does not allow further investigation. Whether due to the difference in “hot” and
“cold” evaluations or effort shifting, the contrast between short- and long-term impacts of
monetary bonuses suggests the importance of better understanding the temporal aspects of gift
exchanges in the workplace.
Further experiments have shown that using non-monetary incentives, rather than cash bonuses,
can alter the way subjects perceive incentives and thus the nature of their reciprocity in a
gift-exchange context. Heyman and Ariely (2004) test the idea that payment types (monetary
4 Fafchamps

(1992) suggests that the recipient of a gift in a social insurance exchange is obligated to give to
another person in need at a future date, not the original giver.
5 The task in their experiment was collecting donations for a charity. Since we can expect that some degree of
intrinsic motivation drives effort in this kind of task, this result is a good example of how extrinsic incentives may
crowd out intrinsic incentives.
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versus non-monetary) signal different types of markets in real effort tasks: money markets and
social markets, each with its own norms. Framing the task within one of these markets
determines the norm for the relationship between payment and effort. They use a
between-subjects design to test the differences between candy and money as flat-rate rewards for
effort. In the social market (candy), effort was invariant to the rate, but in the money market, the
rate impacted effort. Thus, the type of payment itself is a cue as to how effort is perceived. Kube
et al. (2012) examine in more detail the value of non-monetary gifts in real effort tasks in the
laboratory. They find that subjects who are given a water bottle gift (wrapped up with a bow)
out-perform those who receive a monetary bonus, and that subjects who receive a cash bonus
folded in origami style outperform those who received the same cash bonus not in the origami
shape. In line with Dur’s theory of managerial attention (Dur, 2009), Kube et al. suggest that
“it’s the thought that counts”. In these studies, offering non-monetary incentives effectively
elicited greater effort than monetary incentives, potentially due simply to how participants
perceived this alternate frame of the gift-exchange relationship.
If participants in these experiments are purely self-interested, the frame of the
effort-compensation link should not matter. However, strong evidence exists that preferences for
fairness and reciprocity can directly affect the relationship between effort and compensation.
Results from simple games such as the ultimatum game, the trust game and various public goods
games overwhelmingly demonstrate that most people (including workers) are not purely
self-interested profit maximisers (Andreoni and Miller, 2002; Forsythe et al., 1994; Palfrey and
Prisbrey, 1996, 1997). Using decision making in laboratory experiments as a measure of social
preferences, Barr and Serneels (2009) (investment game) and Carpenter and Seki (2010) (public
goods game) both find a positive relationship between worker productivity in the field and social
preferences. Gächter and Falk (2000) look at overcoming inefficiencies from incomplete
contracting over worker performance and find that social embeddedness in non-repeated games
can achieve results similar to long-term contracting.6 As is predicted in Sliwka (2007), trust
performs better than monetary incentives as a contract enforcement device. Thus, when workers
have social preferences, multiple options are possible for framing the effort-compensation link,
and strictly increasing monetary incentives may not be the most effective way to motivate effort.
There are a few studies that test the effectiveness of non-monetary incentives for motivating
performance in the field. Kosfeld and Neckermann (2011) and Bradler et al. (2013) look at
whether students hired to do a one-time data entry job perform better when put in a tournament
situation, where winners get a non-pecuniary, publicly announced award (a card of recognition
signed by a prestigious figure). Their work is based on the idea that awards are valuable to
workers because they contribute to increased self-esteem and they distinguish the winner’s status
among his or her peers. In this one-shot setting, they do find positive and significant effects from
symbolic awards. The Bradler et al. (2013) study even shows increases in effort from an
unconditional prize, though the response is less substantial. In both studies, the public nature of
the award matters. However, these results are short term and it is not clear that this kind of
incentive structure is sustainable or repeatable in a real workplace. Ashraf et al. (2012) also
study awards as non-monetary incentives. Their field experiment in Zambia compares trainees’
sales of condoms under monetary and non-monetary incentives. As in Kosfeld and Neckermann
(2011) and Bradler et al. (2013), the non-monetary incentive used is an award that is publicly
6 See

also Bohnet and Frey (1999); Eckel and Grossman (1996) on the value of embeddedness.
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given out following a tournament and that is conditional on performance. They find that only the
subjects in the award treatment group perform significantly better than the baseline (where
trainees are not paid). But while they can juxtapose the impact of monetary and non-monetary
incentives between subjects, the non-monetary incentive involves at least three levels of
potential motivation: social comparison and status value, the satisfaction of winning itself, and
utility from competition. In our work we attempt to more precisely identify the value of a gift by
removing the social recognition and competition dimensions, which we do by offering an
unconditional gift in two of the treatments, and awarding each participant’s gift in private.
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Methodology

Based on previous research measuring the quality of health care among clinicians in Tanzania,
we know that effort varies significantly across clinicians as well as across the types of patient a
single clinician might see. But there is no evidence in any research in Tanzania of a secular
upward trend in effort by the average clinician: in the absence of our research we could expect
there to be no changes in effort. We therefore designed our sampling strategy on the assumption
that we would measure changes in effort by clinician, relative to a baseline, after controlling for
the illness condition of the patient following the methodology used in Leonard et al. (2007).

3.1

The sample and data collection

We collected data on clinician performance for 103 clinicians by collecting 4,379
post-consultation interviews with patients in the semi-urban area of Arusha, north-eastern
Tanzania. We estimated that there were about 200 clinicians in the sample area and planned to
randomly sample clinicians from this population, estimating that with a sample of 100 clinicians
(25 in each treatment), we could measure policy-relevant changes in effort at the 10 per cent
significance level. However, once we were in the field, we discovered that many of these
clinicians did not see large numbers of patients on a regular basis and others were difficult to
reach to enroll in the study. As a result, we switched to a convenience sample in which we
sampled among clinicians who were ever-present at a series of facilities that we could easily
reach in the sample area. This sample is representative of the clinicians who see reasonable
numbers of patients in the study region and is therefore a policy-relevant population. The field
data collection ran from November 2008 until August 2010.
The sample includes public, private, and non-profit/charitable facilities. We restricted our
attention to clinicians because they are the primary health workers who provide the outpatient
care in the area. They fill the role of “doctor”, though the majority of them do not have full
medical degrees.7 Of the 103 clinicians we initially enrolled, 12 dropped out before they were
randomised into one of the four treatment groups. An additional three dropped out after being
assigned to treatments.8 We were able to visit 10 clinicians who practised in the rural areas only
twice for data collection after the encouragement visit due to the expense of returning for the
post-study visits. Thus, the sample changed slightly over the course of the study. Importantly,
however, there were no differences in characteristics at the baseline for those who attritted.
We collected data on the quality of care provided by each clinician on at least five separate
7 The

four cadres of clinicians include assistant clinical officer (ACO), clinical officer (CO), assistant medical
officer (AMO) and medical officer (MO). Each of these titles requires a specific degree. The medical training
required for each depends on the degrees an individual already has. Typically, ACOs have the least amount of
training, essentially specialised secondary schooling. With no other degrees and four years of secondary school, it
requires three years of training to become a CO. AMOs have on average 3.5 years of medical schooling, and MOs
have the equivalent of a United States MD degree.
8 Of the 15 who dropped out, two revoked their consent and the remainder went on leave or were reposted and
therefore unavailable.
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occasions occurring over a time span of approximately two months per clinician. Start dates
were staggered and the days on which we collected data for any given clinician were not
announced in advance. On each day of data collection, we conducted exit interviews with all the
patients the clinician saw in a four-hour window using the Retrospective Consultation Review
(RCR) instrument to measure clinician effort. The RCR is an exit interview instrument intended
for patients after their visit to a clinician has ended and is a slightly modified version of the
instrument used by Leonard and Masatu (2006).9 We discuss the RCR data in detail in
subsection 3.3.

3.2

Experimental design

Our study consisted of three treatments and a control. We designed the various treatments and
the control in order to determine the effort pay-off from conditional and unconditional
non-monetary gifts. The gift was a book inscribed with a thank you message from the research
team. One of the three treatment groups was given the book immediately and unconditionally,
the second was promised the book at a follow-up visit (also unconditionally), and the third was
told they would be given the book if they demonstrated adequate adherence to protocol for the
five items we originally mentioned. In all cases, the book was given to each participant in a
private setting to avoid social recognition and competition among participants as factors. Due to
the dynamic nature of conditional gifts (used in one of our treatments), all treatments were
administered across two visits, described below, and the marginal effects of conditional versus
unconditional gifts are identified using measurements of post-follow-up effort. Measurements of
post-encouragement effort allow us to identify the immediate impact of promising an
unconditional gift (compared with the control). We explain this in more detail below.
We describe the experimental design in two parts, focusing first on the order of research visits,
as this was constant across all health workers. Then we discuss the specifics of the experimental
treatments.

3.2.1

Order of research visits

The order of the research is laid out in Figure 1. In the course of the study, we met with each
clinician up to four times and collected data to measure their effort on five to seven separate
occasions. Visits described above the time line in Figure 1 are those visits in which a member of
the research team met with participants. Visits described below the time line are those visits in
which enumerators interviewed patients to collect data. The data-collection visits were not
announced, and there was no direct contact between the research team and the participants
during these visits. Because data on effort were drawn from exit interviews with patients, the
clinician did not necessarily know that the research team was present during a data-collection
visit. The study was double blind: neither patients nor the enumerators collecting the data from
9 All

of the questions used on the RCR are listed in Table 7.
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them knew the treatment assignment of clinicians. In fact, patients and enumerators knew
nothing about the nature of the experiment.
Our first meeting with clinicians (Visit 1) was to enroll them in the study. This visit occurred
before any data were collected.10 Each clinician was subsequently visited for initial quality
assessment (Visit 2). This data-collection visit had three parts, measuring effort in (i) the
baseline, (ii) under peer scrutiny, and (iii) after peer scrutiny. Usually all three of these parts of
Visit 2 took place on the same day. Because data were collected by interviewing patients after
they had left the consultation, the clinician did not realise that data were being collected during
the baseline portion of Visit 2, so we were able to measure the normal quality of care. During
the peer scrutiny portion of Visit 2, a member of our team sat in the examination room observing
the consultations, invoking the well-documented Hawthorne effect in which the health worker
significantly increases his or her effort when faced with outside scrutiny (Leonard and Masatu,
2006). Lastly, for the third portion of Visit 2, we measured effort after the peer had left the
room: post-scrutiny. We included the post-scrutiny measure to ensure that scrutiny did not have
a lasting impact and that health workers were not forced to reduce effort (below baseline levels)
following scrutiny to “catch-up” or smooth out total effort.
After the initial data-collection visits, clinicians were randomised into one of three treatments or
the control group and then we met with clinicians individually to provide encouragement and to
tell them of their treatment status (Visit 3). During this visit Dr. Beatus, a Tanzanian M.D. and
lecturer at a health research institution, met each clinician and read the following script:
We appreciate your participation in this research study. The work that you do as a
doctor is important. Quality health care makes a difference in the lives of many
people. Dedicated, hard working doctors can help us all achieve a better life for
ourselves and our families.
One important guideline for providing quality care is the national protocol for
specific presenting symptoms. While following this guideline is not the only way to
provide quality, we have observed that better doctors follow these guidelines more
carefully. Some of the protocol items that we have noticed to be particularly
important are telling the patient their diagnosis, explaining the diagnosis in plain
language, and explaining whether or not the patient needs to return for further
treatment. In addition it is important to determine if the patient has received
treatment elsewhere or taken any medication before seeing you, and to check the
patient’s temperature, and check their ears and/or throat when indicated by the
symptom. For this research, we look at clinician adherence to these specific
protocol items.
10 We

obtained permission first from facility managers and then from individual clinicians. (Sometimes these
were the same people.) Each clinician signed two consent forms: one for participation in the direct consultation
aspect of the study and one for participation in the randomised encouragement-gift part of the study. Clinicians
were not told what the four treatments were, but were informed that they would be randomly assigned to one of
four treatment groups and that they may not have the same experience as their peers in this part of the study. We
used this “plain language” so as to be as clear as possible given that most of the participants had never been
involved in a similar type of research.
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We chose these five items because previous work with these protocols shows that (i) good
doctors are much more likely to do these things than poor doctors; (ii) average adherence to
these items is low; (iii) when observed by peers, most doctors significantly increase their
adherence to these items (indicating that they know how and when to do these things, but choose
not to); (iv) they apply to most patients and symptoms (so that it is easier to collect the required
data during the data-collection visits); and (v) patients have a relatively accurate recall of
whether or not these things were done (patient reports agree with the reports of research team
observers). Therefore, we can collect relatively accurate data on items that are important and
that almost any clinician can adhere to if he or she so chooses.
Following the encouragement visit, our enumerators returned twice to conduct exit interviews
(Visit 4 and Visit 5) with each clinician’s patients using the RCR instrument. We used two visits
to increase the number of observations collected per clinician in this period. As discussed above,
we did not directly observe the clinicians in their practice and clinicians had no contact with the
research team during these data-collection visits. Enumerators did not announce their arrival at
the facilities to anyone. After the team had left, however, most clinicians found out that we had
visited their facility on that day. Thus, although the data collected are an accurate representation
of the quality of care that would have been provided in our absence, our team’s presence should
have served as a reminder that we were still conducting research. Clinicians’ awareness of this
fact might therefore have affected quality after the visit, which would be reflected on subsequent
visits.
After these two data-collection visits, clinicians received a follow-up visit (Visit 6) from Dr.
Beatus, with the specific activities of this visit differing by treatment group. Clinicians had no
further meetings with the research team after Visit 6. However, enumerators continued to collect
data on clinicians’ effort by interviewing patients two more times (Visit 7 and Visit 8) during
this period.
In the analysis that follows, we combine data on effort from Visits 4 and 5, referring to these as
the post-encouragement visits, and from Visits 7 and 8, referring to these as post-follow-up
visits. In all, we collected data from 1,496 unique patients over the three portions of the first
data-collection visit (Visit 2), 1,557 unique patients during Visits 4 and 5, and 1,220 unique
patients during Visits 7 and 8.
Although we had originally hoped to follow consistent timing for every clinician, this turned out
not to be possible. Health worker schedules changed on a regular basis, making it difficult to
ensure that we arrived on a day when the participating clinician was scheduled. Thus, it
sometimes took many visits to the same facility to find the clinician delivering care. Figure 2
shows the time distribution of the four data visits after the encouragement visit. Most of the
post-encouragement visits took place within three weeks of the initial quality assessment visit
for each clinician, though some were as late as two months after the initial visit. The
post-follow-up visits occurred much later, with some as early as four weeks after the initial visit
but most about 10 weeks after that visit.
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3.2.2

The experimental treatments

The over-arching goal of the research was to see if unconditional gifts could increase effort for a
policy-relevant period of time (two to four weeks). To help us understand how unconditional
gifts work, we chose to address a number of items, including (i) unconditionality itself; (ii) the
possible effects of timing on gift-giving; (iii) the implicit encouragement that may be part of any
visit from a research team; and (iv) the possible effects of being promised feedback after
receiving a gift. We cannot control for all combinations of these factors but chose to (i) allow for
one group to earn the conditional gift through effort over time; (ii) have the conditional prize
and the promised, unconditional gift given at the same point in the research; (iii) include a
treatment that would allow us to separate out impact of feedback on performance from the
impact of receiving a gift but no feedback; (iv) include a control with no gift or feedback for
comparison with receiving the unconditional gift.
The differences among the control group and the three treatment groups, described below, are
outlined in Table 1.

Defining the control group After being enrolled during Visit 1 and having the baseline
quality of their care measured during Visit 2, all participating clinicians, including those in the
control group, received the encouragement visit (Visit 3) in which Dr. Beatus read the script
with information about the five important tasks for providing quality care. Following this visit,
there was no additional direct contact with the control group, but we did continue to collect data
for that group in order to control for the impact of being researched and for the information
potentially transmitted during the encouragement visit concerning the five important items.

Treatments 1, 2, and 3 Participants in the three treatment groups all received or were given
the opportunity to earn the same gift, but the giving of the gift varied in conditionality and
timing among groups. T1 is the delayed, unconditional gift treatment (delayed gift). After
listening to the encouragement script, T1 clinicians were told that we were going to give them a
gift at a future visit. They received that gift at the follow-up visit, but did not receive further
feedback. T2 is the early, unconditional gift treatment. T2 (early gift) clinicians were given a
gift immediately after the encouragement script and told that there would be an additional visit
later where we would share their performance results with them. During this later visit, we
provided some feedback on their performance to date but there was no further encouragement or
gift. The T3 group, (prize) was told (after the encouragement script): “We will present the gift
to you if you perform these protocols 70 per cent of the time when it is appropriate to perform
them, given the symptoms.” The gift was then awarded, if it was earned, at the follow-up visit
(the same timing as T1). We also provided T3 participants feedback during the follow-up visit
(as we did for T2). Note that the prize treatment was not a competition among the clinicians,
and clinicians did not know whether others had earned the prize. Also, the 70 per cent threshold
level was chosen so as to ensure that most health workers would be able to earn the prize: in
fact, 90 per cent of the clinicians in T3 did earn the prize. Since earning the prize is endogenous,
we do not control for this in any of our empirical work below.
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We chose to design T2 so that comparison of T2 post-follow-up performance with T3
post-follow-up performance would provide a clear measure of the impact of the earned gift,
separating out any potential additional impact from feedback. Feedback was given to both T2
and T3 in the follow-up visit, but only T3 received the earned gift. The feedback we used for
both treatments was neutral rather than explicitly positive or negative and was not intended to
impact effort directly.11 Rather, we used it as a tool for awarding the earned (conditional) prize
and included it in the follow-up visit for the early, unconditional gift treatment as well so that
comparing the two treatments would allow us to isolate the impact of the prize alone. Finally,
we designed T2 to include an early, unconditional gift so that we could observe the impact of the
timing of an unconditional gift. However, this will not be strictly identified, as T2 also includes
a promise of feedback.
The primary results of our study are from data comparing effort after the follow-up visit as
follows. Note that T1e refers to effort after encouragement for T1, T2e after encouragement for
T2, etc., and T1f, etc., refers to effort after follow-up:
• The impact of promising a gift: → [a] T1e - Ce
• The impact of an unconditional gift: → [b] T1f – Cf
• The impact of feedback only: → [c] T2f – Cf
• The relative impact of an unconditional gift over a conditional gift:
– After encouragement: → [d1] T3e – T2e
– After follow-up: → [d2] T3f – T2f
• The impact of a delayed unconditional gift versus a delayed conditional gift, controlling
for the impact of feedback: → [e] [T3f – T1f] – [T2f – Cf]
Results from these comparisons are reported in Table 4. Further, our regression analysis allows
us to control for baseline and post-encouragement effort in each treatment.
Despite the fact that the encouragement visit functions primarily as a set-up for the follow-up
visit, we also use it to learn something about the value of a promised gift in the future (T1e
versus Ce) and the relative value of promising a conditional gift versus giving an unconditional
gift without delay (T2e versus T3e). While the latter is a combined effect comparison
(unconditional + gift now versus conditional + gift later), it may be useful for policy purposes.
Comparing T2e and T1f gives an idea of the importance of timing of an unconditional gift.
These secondary results are also reported in the results section and tables. Note that with this
design, we cannot strictly identify the value of an unconditional gift given without delay (and
without feedback) over the promise of a future unconditional gift or over the promise of
feedback alone for improving performance.
11 We

did not give clinicians information on how they performed relative to others. We provided information on
the frequency with which they performed the five specified tasks. The neutral nature of the feedback means that we
did not, a priori, expect it to impact effort in and of itself. This is in line with findings in medical interventions with
this kind of feedback (Jamtvedt et al., 2003).
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Our design allows us to test for task shifting and crowding out because we collected
performance data on more activities than were used for determining protocol adherence reported
in the follow-up visits. Note that all participants, even the control group, were told about the five
items important for providing quality care that we highlighted in the study, and the prize
treatment group was told their gift was conditional on performance on these items. Thus, for all
treatments, but especially for conditional prize treatment, one may expect some substitution of
effort from unmentioned to mentioned items, particularly as the latter are used as the announced
criterion of quality care.
Finally, the gift (or prize, as in T3) was a book about doctors in the developing world titled
“Mountains Beyond Mountains” by Tracy Kidder. The retail cost of the book is approximately
US$20. This gift is relevant to the subjects as clinicians and may serve to remind or inspire them
to increase effort, but it is not substantial enough to be considered a financial (or material)
incentive for increasing effort. This gift also does not imply additional credentials to patients or
to other clinicians. The retail value of the book equals approximately 9 per cent of the mode
monthly income for clinicians and does not exceed 13 per cent of monthly income for the lowest
paid workers (calculated using 2009 exchange rates).12

3.3

Data and empirical specification

Our data are taken from the patient exit interviews conducted on data-collection visits (Visits 2,
4, 5, 7 and 8) using the RCR instrument. The RCR instrument captures whether or not the
clinician did the tasks he is required to do by asking patients or their caregivers, shortly after
their consultation, if the clinician did those items.
The correlation in reported performance between patient recollection (from the RCR) and peer
scrutiny is 76 per cent. Leonard and Masatu (2006) examine the correlation between changes in
patient reports and changes in observer reports for these same instruments and show that, even
though patients have positive bias overall, patient reports and observer reports are significantly
correlated after controlling for both clinician and item effects: patients are too positive, but they
are more positive when the clinician does more.
Thus, we have data on a series of items for each patient, and xi jk describes whether a clinician,
j, performed task k that is required by protocol for patient i. xi jk is equal to 0 if the clinician did
not perform the task and 1 if the clinician did complete task k for patient i. These tasks can
involve greeting the patient and offering him or her a chair, asking the patient how long he or
she has been suffering from particular symptoms, asking about additional symptoms, examining
the patient, and explaining the diagnosis properly, for example. The discrete items required by
protocol differ according to the presenting symptoms of the patient and the type of patient. We
use the protocols for four types of symptoms (fever, cough, diarrhoea and general) and two
types of patients (older than or younger than five years). During the RCR interview, patients are
only asked about items that apply to their symptoms and age category. There are 74 total items
12 There

is a used book market in Tanzania, but an inscribed book would not be worth more than 20 per cent of
its retail value on that market.
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with a much smaller subset applying to any given patient.
We estimate the impact of our three treatments on effort using a non-linear logistic regression
specification that controls for the characteristics of specific items, the clinician’s ability on
whether each doctor provides each type of item. xi jk is the dependent variable. We use
interaction terms (~Ti ) in our regressions to allow for each treatment group to respond
differentially to the experimental interventions (encouragement visit and follow-up visit). Thus,
the key explanatory variables of interest are dummy variables indicating the treatment group of
each clinician interacted with whether data were collected during one of the
post-encouragement visits or during one of the post-study visits.13
The regression is an adaptation of Item Response Theory (IRT),14 which simultaneously solves
for a difficulty (βk ) and discrimination (αk ) score of each item and the baseline ability (θ j ) of
each clinician:

prob(xi jk = 1)
= exp(αk (θ j + ~Ti~t) + βk + ~Zi~z) + εi jk
1 − prob(xi jk = 1)

(1)

The difficulty score (βk ) is similar to an item-fixed effect, and the discrimination score (αk )
measures the importance of clinician ability (θ j ) in providing the specific item. We include a
vector of patient characteristics (Zi ): the gender of the patient; whether the patient is an infant,
child, or adult; gender and age of the caregiver (if applicable); number of symptoms the patient
reports; and the patient’s place in line relative to all the patients seen over the course of the day
(that is, whether the patient is seen by the clinician first, second, third, and so on). Treatment
group categories are included in ~Ti . We model treatment as increasing the probability that
clinicians will perform an item multiplied by the discrimination score for that item: more weight
is given to more important items.
In essence, IRT develops a view of quality that is defined by the observations within the data set.
Some items are done by everyone; some are done by very few. Of the tasks that very few
clinicians do, tasks that are more likely to be done by the best clinicians are given a high
discrimination score, tasks that are more likely to be done by the worst clinicians are given a
negative discrimination score, and tasks that appear to have no association with quality, are
given a low (close to zero) discrimination score. Thus, by using IRT we can weight each item
according to its importance in measuring quality.
The standard errors for this regression are derived from 500 bootstrapped samples drawn from
within the visit group15 with replacement at the patient level (all items for a particular visit are
either sampled or not sampled). By sampling at the patient level, we take into account the
dependence (clustering) of the multiple observations for a particular patient.
13 We

include participant fixed effects in our analysis and therefore control for any differences between
clinicians and treatment groups before the assignment to treatment category.
14 See Birnbaum (1967); Bock and Lieberman (1970); Das and Hammer (2005); Leonard et al. (2007) for
application to quality measurement in health care.
15 Visit 2, Visits 4 and 5, and Visits 7 and 8.
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As robustness checks, we include four additional specifications in our discussion:

2. Logit model for each item with item-specific dummy variables (D):
xi jk = Φ(~Dd~ + ~Zi~z + ~Ti~t) + ei jk .
3. Logit model for each item with item-specific dummy variables and patient random effects:
xi jk = Φ(~Dd~ + ~Zi~z + ~Ti~t) + ei + ei jk . We can estimate random effects because there are
multiple items for each patient; however, we cannot estimate patient fixed effects because
each patient is uniquely assigned to a clinician (and therefore treatment).
4. OLS model for each item with item-specific fixed effects and errors corrected for
clustering at the patient level: xi jk = ~Zi~z + ~Ti~t + ek + ei jk .
5. OLS regression of patient-level protocol adherence (percentage of all required items
actually performed for each patient) with doctor fixed effects: x̄i j = ~Zi~zi + ~Ti~t + e j + ei j .
This specification controls for correlation between item performance at the visit level and
clustering at the doctor level, but ignores item difficulty.

In addition to these robustness checks, we were concerned that clinicians might hear (from
patients or nurses) that the research team had arrived and then start changing their behaviour so
that the patients would report improvements. Since the first few patients we interviewed would
have consulted with the clinician before the team arrived it is not possible to alter the quality for
these patients, but subsequent patients might see better (false) quality. To examine this
possibility, we look for trends in the quality of care with the order of patients. In the absence of
any research presence, the quality of care declines slightly over the day; those who are very sick
tend to arrive early at the health facility. Indeed, in the baseline, we see that quality does decline
slightly over the course of the day. However, if the clinician found out we were present on any
given day effort should increase. To test for this possibility, we include in all regressions a
variable to measure the change in quality over the course of the day after assignment to
treatment categories. We find that this variable is always negative and rarely significant: there is
no evidence that clinicians noticed we had arrived and then increased their effort.
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4

Results

Before discussing the results of the experiment, we confirm that quality, along with other
relevant characteristics, is uncorrelated with assignment to treatment group. Table 2 shows the
distribution of characteristics across treatment groups. Average clinician ability is nearly
identical across treatments. There is some variation across groups for other variables, but a
regression of each of these characteristics on treatment dummies shows no significant
correlations.
Table 3 shows the results from examining the performance of clinicians across the 3 different
treatments (with the control as the omitted category) and in the post-encouragement and
post-follow-up periods.16 Recall that the dependent variable is whether the clinician completed
any number of symptom-specific tasks required of him/her by protocol during a consultation.
The first model (column one) corresponds to the results for the full sample of clinicians and all
protocol items that were observed using the RCR. The second model (bridging columns two and
3) reports the differential impact of whether an item was mentioned during the encouragement
visit. The overall impact is reported in column 2 and the additional impact of the intervention
for items that were explicitly mentioned is reported in column 3. Model 3 (column 4) is the
same regression as model 1, but with the restricted sample of clinicians who finished all stages
of the research.
Since all clinicians are examined in the baseline, we have a measure of their normal quality of
care. This allows us to estimate a participant fixed effect and therefore the baseline visit is an
omitted variable in our specification. The post-encouragement results show the average impact
of the encouragement for the clinicians who completed both the initial visit(s) (including
baseline) and the post-encouragement visits. The post-follow-up results include those 78
clinicians who completed the study.
Table 4 shows the differences and significance from comparing the treatments with each other,
drawn from the results shown in the first column of Table 3. Note that in this table we report
differences in percentages, rather than the original coefficients (each number is multiplied by
100). Rather than comparing effort with the baseline, each of the treatments is compared with
each other and with the effort shown under scrutiny and after scrutiny. The treatment effects are
shown in both the post-encouragement phase (Visits 4 and 5) and the post-follow-up phase
(Visits 7 and 8) as well as for the combination of the four visits.
We structure the discussion of results as follows: we first discuss the impact of our study itself
on performance, that is, the role of continued contacts between the research team and the health
facility on the performance of workers. Here, we concentrate on the temporal features within the
full sample as seen in the control. In a second step, we explicitly investigate the short- and
long-term effects of the respective treatments by considering the marginal effects of each
treatment relative with the baseline and compared with other treatments. Except where
otherwise noted, we examine the impact as seen in the first model (our preferred regression).
16 The

coefficients for the difficulty and discrimination are reported in Table 7 in Appendix A.1.
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4.1

The impact of being studied

Column (1) of Table 3 shows that clinicians increased their effort by about 3.5 percentage points
when they were under the scrutiny of a peer, but returned to their normal level of effort
immediately after the peer left the room (post-peer scrutiny is not significant). Thus, there is no
long-term impact of being observed by a peer and, in particular, no temporal effort substitution:
clinicians did not substitute their effort over the remaining patients after they had worked harder
when under scrutiny. The combination of these two effects shows that the average clinician can
increase his or her effort without any new information and that this increase does not come at a
cost to other activities.
Clinicians increased their effort after the encouragement visit by 2.6 percentage points, almost
the size of the Hawthorne effect, despite the fact that no peers were watching them provide
effort. This increase, however, is not statistically significant, suggesting that the encouragement
script, by itself, does not invoke a Hawthorne effect. However, we see a much larger and
significant increase in effort later in the study (9.6 percentage point increase, compared with the
baseline). As the control group did not receive a follow-up visit, this cannot be due to either the
encouragement script or the follow-up. We attribute this increase in quality to the continued
presence of the enumerators conducting exit interviews at the health care facility: each
additional data-collection visit may have served to remind health workers that they were part of
a study, thereby invoking a cumulative positive response. As noted above, these performance
increases are not driven by doctors reacting to the arrival of the research team on the specific day
of the data visit, but by the fact that they know research activities are ongoing.

Result 1 A one-time encouragement in conjunction with a continued presence of a research
team at the health facility can generate significant increases in performance of workers over
time.

Result 1, which shows that on average clinicians in our study responded to the fact that they
were being studied, is in the spirit of a Hawthorne effect: even though not present in the room,
the occasional presence of the research team at the facility may have created a feeling of being
scrutinised.17 This is in contrast to the “hidden costs of control” idea, where workers decrease
effort in response to being scrutinised (Falk and Kosfeld, 2006). Importantly, this effect, if also
present in other field settings, has methodological consequences: to investigate behavioural
changes among treatment interventions, a properly defined control is necessary. Controls
created based on performance levels before the start of interventions or drawn from groups that
are not equally scrutinised after assignment are not valid and would lead to biased estimates of
treatment effects.
17 We

acknowledge that this effect is not strictly identified as causal. However, due to the short time frame of the
study, it is unlikely that an effect of this size would be the result of generic quality increases over time, especially
relative to the Hawthorne effect observed in Visit 2, which we know is causal. Further, there were no additional
programmes or interventions at these facilities that coincided with our intervention, so we know that the increase
cannot be due to some other factor consistent across all participants in the study.
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4.2

The role of gifts and incentives

Health workers who received the unconditional gift at the encouragement visit increased their
effort by 4.4 percentage points post-encouragement, which suggests that workers reciprocated
upon receiving the gift. Note that this group is the only group with a statistically significant
post-encouragement response when compared with the control, even though both delayed gift
and prize do exhibit a response. Promising the book unconditionally but delaying giving it led to
an increase of 2.6 percentage points post-encouragement, and announcing the book as a prize
for performance above a threshold level led to a similar post-encouragement increase in effort of
2.8 percentage points. Table 4 shows that, when we examine the non-parametric bootstrap test
(which is a one-sided test), early gift is significantly different from the control whereas delayed
gift and prize are only marginally different from the control. On the other hand, the differences
among the post-encouragement treatments are not significant. This provides some evidence that
a delayed unconditional gift invokes a response (test [a] in Table 1, p-value = 0.07) and no
support for the theory that conditionality improves performance in the short run (test [d1] in
Table 1, p-value = 0.77). Because the prize is based on performance and so is by definition
delayed, we can also compare the prize to a delayed gift (ignoring the impact of future
feedback): the short-run difference in effort is also not significant (p-value = 0.46). Thus, in the
short run, the early unconditional gift performs best and there is no gain from making it
conditional.
These short-run findings are in contrast to the treatment effects that persist after the follow-up
visit, that is, after the books are given in delayed gift and prize treatments. Here, no marginal
effect above the control remains for the early gift treatment (test [c] in Table 1, p-value = 0.61).
This suggests that workers reciprocate upon receiving the gift only for a limited time and that
receiving feedback on performance provides no extra boost to performance. While this temporal
impact of gifts is consistent with results in the literature, we should note that the positive
response in our real workplace setting lasts much longer than just the few hours found in
Gneezy and List (2006).
Importantly, the impact of receiving a book in delayed gift is large and statistically significant
(test [b] in Table 1, p-value < 0.00). In fact, the increase in performance in delayed gift after
receiving the gift (5.1 percentage points greater than the control) is almost identical to the early
response of clinicians to receiving the gift in the early gift treatment. In contrast, clinicians do
not show any increase in effort upon receiving the book when it is given as a prize. In this case,
workers apparently do not feel the need to reciprocate upon receiving the book; they may see
receiving it as a reward for their previous performance. Conditionality, therefore, backfires in
the long run. While it leads to an increase in performance similar to that exhibited by those in
the promised unconditional gift treatment in the short run before the prize is awarded, it
performs significantly worse in the longer run after the prize or gift is handed over. It would be
better to simply promise the gift unconditionally at the future visit.
This benefit from promising a delayed gift can also be seen from examining the average
response across the post-encouragement and post-follow-up effects: being promised a gift and
given it at a later date generates a total impact that is significantly greater than the control
(p-value=0.01); larger, though marginally not significantly so (p-value=0.13), than receiving an
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early gift; and significantly larger (p-value=0.10) than being awarded a prize based on
performance. Note that the total impact of the immediate gift is not significantly larger than the
impact of the prize (p-value=0.40), but is almost significantly larger than the control
(p-value=0.13). On the other hand, the total impact of the prize is not greater than the control
treatment (p-value=0.22).
We can summarise our findings as follows:

Result 2 The performance of health workers increases upon receiving an unconditional gift.
The promise of a later gift additionally triggers an immediate reciprocal action such that the
promised and delayed giving of a gift outperforms, in aggregate, the immediate delivery of the
gift. Gifts that are conditional on reaching a specific performance level backfire: they do
generate a minor positive response until the conditionality is resolved, but fail to trigger
reciprocity from workers upon receiving the gift.

While Result 2 shows benefits from promising a delayed gift, we should note again that the
temporal structure of immediate gifts differs from the delayed gift treatment. If one is not
interested in the aggregate performance over a longer horizon but instead is interested in
immediate increases in effort, the best option is to give an unconditional gift immediately. There
is no evidence of temporal effort shifting in any treatment after the initial increase (that is, health
workers do not “take back” their gift by reducing future effort), though effort does return to the
same level as the control.
So far, the treatment effects are discussed based on the performance averaged across all protocol
items. As the performance contract in the prize treatment was based on five specific items
mentioned to all participants in the encouragement visit, we also consider the potential
redirection of effort towards these items. Model 2 (columns 2 and 3) of Table 3 shows the same
basic results as discussed above, but additionally distinguishes the marginal effect of items
being mentioned in the encouragement visit. The peer scrutiny and post-scrutiny impacts do not
change because items were not highlighted before the encouragement. Immediately following
the encouragement visit we see a small but not significant differential increase in performance
among the items that were explicitly mentioned: there is no evidence that health workers reacted
differently to the items we mentioned. However, in the later phase there is a significant increase
in effort for these items compared with other items. The impact of the three treatments is similar
to those seen in the previous model, but in model 2 we see that the effort changes do not depend
on items being announced in the encouragement visit. In particular, the benefits from gift
exchange or an incentive contract accrue over all items and do not lead to decreases in
performance on unmentioned items.

Result 3 Announcing specific protocol items as being important or using them as the basis for
assessing the performance in an incentive contract increases effort towards these items in the
long run, but does not lead to a substitution of effort away from other items and does not
significantly interact with gifts, promised gifts or prizes.
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Recall that the control received no feedback, so the gains in the later phase cannot be attributed
to feedback. Neither the encouragement nor the feedback visits led to increases in the
performance of mentioned items. Rather, it must be that continued scrutiny causes health
workers to increase all types of effort, potentially with a focus on the mentioned items.

4.3

Robustness checks

Model 3 of Table 3 examines the smaller sample that finished the whole study using the same
regression model used in model 1 in Table 3. Table 5 and Table 6 examine the results for our
additional empirical specifications for all items (Table 5) and items differentiated by whether
they are primed (Table 6). The results across these specifications are broadly similar: the control
group experiences significant gains in the later rounds; early gift has a significant response
immediately but not in the long run; delayed gift has a significant response after the gift is
awarded and neither prize nor early gift has responses in the long run. Importantly, the restricted
sample shown in model 3 in Table 3 exhibits similar responses to those seen in model one.

5

Discussion and conclusion

In this study, we observed health workers in their natural work setting and investigated how their
effort (as measured by protocol adherence) can be increased. In addition to encouraging them to
work harder, we examined the ways that health workers might react to small non-monetary gifts
that are given unconditionally or are conditional on reaching a specific performance level.
Particularly, we studied the impact of the timing of the gift, that is, whether it is given
immediately or promised and then given at a later date.
We found that even participants in the control group increased their performance over the course
of the study, thereby suggesting that the continued presence of research teams alone may
generate a significant and positive response from subjects. This persistent effect outperforms the
standard Hawthorne effect both in size and duration. With the Hawthorne effect, health workers
return to normal levels of effort immediately after a peer leaves the room and even their initial
response is only about a third of their long-term response to the continued study. Intriguingly,
given their roles in our study and most health care research, the direct roles of (i)
encouragement; (ii) information on what items are important to researchers; and (iii) feedback
on performance are not significant. Instead, what we find matters are the sense that the health
worker is being studied (and the relationship to the research team implied by the study) and the
gifts that we offered.
The gains seen in this study are economically significant. The 4.5 percentage point response to
receiving an immediate gift is about one-quarter of a standard deviation of the observed
differences in quality among clinicians from the sample, representing about a third of the
difference between average protocol adherence at effective and ineffective organisations in a
similar setting (Leonard et al., 2007). In a systematic review of the impact of audit and
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feedback, Jamtvedt et al. (2003) find an average reduction in non-compliant behaviour of 7 per
cent, whereas our gains translate to approximately a 20 per cent reduction. In this setting, gifts
increase effort without task shifting and despite no investment in training or medicines.
Our study further shows that gifts trigger some reciprocal effort by workers: health workers
reciprocated after receiving an unconditional gift by immediately increasing their effort.
Providing workers with an incentive contract (that is, making a gift conditional on reaching a
specific performance level) backfires along two dimensions. First, it performs worse in the short
run than immediately handing over an unconditional gift. Second, it does not trigger any
additional response at the time that the gift is finally given. This is different when a promised
gift is given unconditionally at a later point in time. In fact, promising the gift for a later date
triggers both an immediate response and an additional response once the gift is given. As a
consequence, unconditional promises that are fulfilled later work better than either
unconditional immediate gifts or conditional promises.
We interpret these results as suggesting that gifts accelerate the formation of relationships and
evoke a reciprocal response. When the delayed gift treatment receives the gift during the
follow-up visit, the relationship between research team and participant is already formed: we
see this in the fact that the control group exhibits a significant improvement in effort at the same
point in time. However, within the context of this relationship, the gift evokes a significant
additional effort increase: a reciprocation for the gift. This reciprocation is similar in size to the
reciprocation observed by the early gift treatment in the first round. However, these are not
simply identical reciprocations. Although the early gift treatment increases effort in the first
round, both the delayed gift and prize treatments increase effort as well (in comparison to the
control). Thus, the idea of a gift (whether given, promised or suggested as a prize) appears to
evoke a response that is separate from the desire to reciprocate. The fact that the combined
effect of the delayed gift is greater than that of the early gift suggests that participants have not
simply calculated the value of the gift and reciprocated correspondingly. In this study, gifts help
to establish a relationship and to evoke reciprocation, and it appears to be economically
advantageous to separate the two impacts (by first promising then later giving the gift) rather
than to combine them (by giving a gift immediately).
The relationship between researcher and subject is clearly important to this study. In our setting,
Dr. Beatus represented CEDHA, a quasi-public research centre whose organisational goal is “to
contribute to quality health care delivery through human resource development, conducting
operational research, offering consultancy services and networking”. His request that health
workers provide important inputs is credible in the sense that health workers would be likely to
believe this request aligns with organisational goals. Furthermore, it is not likely to be in
conflict with any pre-existing organisational expectations; employers may not care as much as
Dr. Beatus does about quality, but they are not opposed to quality. Thus, although our research is
outside of the normal workplace relationship, once the relationship is formed, we do not see it as
very different from the relationship that exists between employer and employee.
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Figure 1: Timing of intervention
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Table 1: Description of treatments
Group
Control
T1, delayed gift

Enc.
script
yes
yes

T2, early gift

yes

T3, prize

yes

Encouragement visit (e)
Gift
Promised
feedback

no
no
a
promised,
no
unconditional
given,
yes +
unconditional
d1
promised,
yes
conditional
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Follow-up visit(f)
Gift
Feedback

no
b
yes
+
no

e

no +
no
c
+
yes
d2

yes
(if earned)

yes

0

Kernel Density
.05
.1

.15

Figure 2: Gap between encouragement and data collection
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Table 2: Sample summary statistics

Treatment group
Average clinician age
sd
Average years of medical education
sd
Average years working as a health worker
sd
Average years working with current credential
sd
Average clinician ability
sd
Per cent female clinicians
Per cent public
Per cent private
Per cent NGO
Per cent in high volume facilities
Average days between Visit 4 and Visit 3
sd
Average days between Visit 4 and Visit 1
sd
Average duration of baseline
sd
Number of clinicians
Number of patients

Control

Treatment group
T1
T2

T3

Total

p-value

42.54
42.54
43.43
41.00
42.41
(11.36) (8.57) (9.00) (8.99) (9.45)
3.50
3.62
3.75
3.93
3.69
(1.97) (1.88) (1.94) (1.16)
(1.76)
19.47
15.74
16.47
12.65
16.15
(11.39) (9.19) (9.02) (8.24) (9.65)
12.71
10.35
10.89
10.21
11.04
(13.56) (7.87) (9.19) (7.90) (9.73)
0.63
0.64
0.63
0.63
0.63
(0.10) (0.10) (0.12) (0.11)
(0.11)
0.35
0.25
0.17
0.38
0.29
0.44
0.36
0.39
0.19
0.35
0.36
0.44
0.43
0.52
0.44
0.20
0.20
0.17
0.29
0.21
0.52
0.48
0.43
0.48
0.48
20.27
17.61
11.12
14.37
15.80
(10.20) (9.92) (16.10) (10.53) (12.62)
22.74
27.44
25.47
24.35
24.98
(10.69) (26.37) (25.21) (24.43) (22.40)
2.07
0.68
8.83†
0.58
3.19
(4.36) (30.55) (32.53) (29.93) (27.02)
25
25
23
21
94
1176
1167
1155
940
4438

0.85

Note: One value of 119 days. Once this value is excluded the average is 1.53 days
The last column reports the p-value for test of joint significant from an OLS regression of the observable variable
on the treatment groups. P-values are insensitive to clustering or non-linear model specifications.
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0.97
0.06
0.48
0.98
0.26
0.38
0.88
0.77
0.92
0.77
0.35
0.33

Table 3: Experimental results
Whether clinician provided specific item as
reported by patient in exit interview (0/1)
(1)
(2)
(3)
all items
all items primed items
all items
peer scrutiny

0.035***
(0.012)
0.014
post-peer scrutiny
(0.013)
Visits 4 and 5: Post-Encouragement
Overall
0.026
(0.016)
(control is omitted cat.)
T1
0.026
(0.018)
(promised book as gift)
T2
0.044**
(0.019)
(given book as gift)
T3
0.028
(0.022)
(gift to be given as prize)
Visits 7 and 8: Post-Study
Overall
0.096***
(0.021)
0.051**
T1
(follow up, given book)
(0.022)
-0.005
T2
(follow up)
(0.021)
T3
0.003
(follow up, book awarded) (0.022)
patient order
-0.002
(0.002)
patient order after enc.
-0.003
(0.007)
Observations
96251

0.035***
(0.012)
0.015
(0.013)

0.044***
(0.014)
0.017
(0.015)

0.020
(0.016)
0.032*
(0.018)
0.040**
(0.019)
0.031
(0.022)

0.016
(0.010)
-0.018
(0.013)
0.013
(0.014)
-0.012
(0.015)

0.033*
(0.017)
0.018
(0.018)
0.053***
(0.020)
0.038
(0.024)

0.083***
(0.021)
0.045**
(0.022)
-0.009
(0.021)
0.003
(0.023)
-0.002
(0.002)
-0.003
(0.007)
96251

0.040***
(0.015)
0.017
(0.019)
0.013
(0.019)
-0.001
(0.022)

0.099***
(0.022)
0.046**
(0.021)
-0.001
(0.021)
0.007
(0.022)
-0.001
(0.002)
-0.0073
(0.008)
84918

Note: Marginal effects reported. Standard errors in parentheses: significance at 1% (***), 5% (**), and 10% (*)
Controls for gender, (G), age (A). Model is non-linear logistic model controlling for individual clinician latent
practice quality, discrimination and difficulty factors for each specific item: standard errors are derived from 500
bootstrapped samples.
(1): Full sample, all items
(2): Full sample, first column shows all items, second column shows the differential effect for primed items
(3): Restricted sample, only health workers who finished all stages of the research, for all items.
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Ce+f
T1e+f
T2e+f

2.56*
4.62***

Ce+f

-2.06*

6.41***
8.47***
7.70***

T1e+f

T3e+f

T3e
1.86
3.92**
2.80!
0.16
-1.63

4.51*** 4.10***
6.57*** 6.16***
3.90!
3.08
-3.79!
-4.62*
-0.83

T2e+f

-0.95 1.70
3.49**
1.11 3.76** 5.55***
2.64*
4.44***
1.79

Ce

Visit 4, 5
T1e
T2e
6.06***
8.12***
7.01***
4.37**
2.57*
4.21**

Cf
11.12*** 5.53***
13.18*** 7.59***
12.06*** 6.48***
9.42*** 3.83**
7.63*** 2.04*
9.26*** 3.67**
5.05*** -0.53
-5.59***

Visit 7, 8
T1f
T2f
6.34***
8.40***
7.28***
4.64**
2.85*
4.48***
0.27
-4.78**
0.81

T3f

Note: Each number represents the difference between the column coefficient and the row coefficient from column 2 of Table 3 multiplied by 100 to represent percentage
points. Visit 4, 5, 7, 8 is the average of the coefficients for Visit 4, 5 and Visit 7, 8: the average impact of the two treatment periods. Significance values come from
non-parametric bootstraps, the percentage of times out of 500 that the bootstrapped difference is of the same sign as the reported difference. Significance at 1% (***), 5%
(**), 10% (*), and 15%(!).

Visit 4,
5, 7, 8

scrutiny
post-scr.

scrutiny
post-scr.
Ce
Visit T1e
4, 5 T2e
T3e
Cf
Visit T1f
7, 8 T2f
T3f

scrutiny

post
scr.

Table 4: Summary of differences in per cent change in effort between treatments.

Table 5: Robustness tests with all items
Whether clinician provided specific item as
reported by patient in exit interview (0/1)
(1)
(2)
(3)
peer scrutiny

0.020***
(0.004)
post-peer scrutiny
0.004
(0.004)
Visits 4 and 5: Post-Encouragement
0.010*
Overall
(control is omitted cat.)
(0.006)
0.017**
T1
(promised book as gift)
(0.006)
T2
0.031***
(0.006)
(given book as gift)
0.017**
T3
(gift to be given as prize)
(0.007)
Visits 7 and 8: Post-Study
0.055***
Overall
(no follow up)
(0.005)
0.028***
T1
(0.007)
(follow up, given book)
T2
0.000
(follow up)
(0.008)
-0.003
T3
(follow up, book awarded) (0.008)
-0.001***
patient order
(0.000)
patient order after enc.
-0.001
(0.001)
Observations
96251

Protocol
adherence
(4)

0.017**
(0.007)
0.005
(0.008)

0.025**
(0.010)
0.006
(0.010)

0.026***
(0.009)
0.016*
(0.010)

0.002
(0.011)
0.018
(0.011)
0.036***
(0.009)
0.016
(0.012)

0.012
(0.014)
0.019
(0.016)
0.037**
(0.017)
0.019
(0.018)

0.011
(0.013)
0.024
(0.015)
0.057***
(0.015)
0.028*
(0.016)

0.040***
(0.010)
0.032***
(0.010)
0.016
(0.013)
0.016
(0.013)
-0.001
(0.001)
0.001
(0.001)
96251

0.068***
(0.014)
0.022
(0.016)
-0.003
(0.018)
-0.012
(0.018)
-0.001
(0.001)
-0.001
(0.001)
96251

0.064***
(0.013)
0.034**
(0.016)
0.022
(0.017)
0.008
(0.017)
-0.002
(0.001)
-0.001
(0.001)
4381

Note: Marginal effects reported. Standard errors in parentheses: significance at 1% (***), 5% (**), and 10% (*).
(1): Controls for gender, (G) and age (A); (2): Logit regression with dummies for item effect, controlling for gender
(G) and age (A) of patient;
(3): Logit regression with random effects at the unique patient level, with dummies for item effect;
(4): Fixed effect linear regression with fixed effects for each unique item, errors are clustered at the unique patient
level;
(5): Fixed effect linear regression of patient average (protocol adherence).
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Table 6: Robustness checks: primed and unprimed items
Whether clinician provided a specific item as
reported by patient in exit interview (0/1)
(1)
(2)
(3)
peer scrutiny

0.022***
0.015*
(0.004)
(0.008)
post-peer scrutiny
0.008
0.002
(0.005)
(0.010)
Visits 4 and 5: Post-Encouragement
Overall
0.002
-0.001
(control is omitted cat.)
(0.006)
(0.012)
T1
0.02***
0.021*
(promised book as gift)
(0.007)
(0.011)
T2
0.028***
0.035***
(given book as gift)
(0.006)
(0.010)
T3
0.018**
0.017
(gift to be given as prize)
(0.007)
(0.012)
Visits 7 and 8: Post-Study
Overall
0.044***
0.033***
(no follow up)
(0.006)
(0.011)
T1
0.025***
0.029**
(follow up, given book)
(0.007)
(0.011)
T2
-0.001
0.015
(follow up only)
(0.009)
(0.013)
T3
-0.003
0.017
(follow up, book awarded) (0.009)
(0.013)
Visits 4 and 5: Post-Encouragement, primed Items
Overall
0.019**
0.017***
(control is omitted cat.)
(0.007)
(0.006)
T1
-0.014
-0.013
(promised book as gift)
(0.012)
(0.010)
T2
0.011
0.005
(given book as gift)
(0.010)
(0.009)
T3
-0.007
-0.006
(gift to be given as prize)
(0.012)
(0.010)
Visits 7 and 8: Post-Study, primed Items
Overall
0.037***
0.033***
(no follow up)
(0.008)
(0.006)
T1
0.016
0.014
(follow up, given book)
(0.013)
(0.010)
T2
0.004
0.001
(follow up only)
(0.014)
(0.012)
T3
-0.001
-0.005
(follow up, book awarded) (0.015)
(0.013)
-0.001
-0.002
patient order
(0.001)
(0.001)
patient order, after enc.
-0.001
0.001
(0.001)
(0.001)
Observations
96251
96251
Notes: see Table 5
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0.027**
(0.011)
0.01
(0.013)
0.004
(0.015)
0.021
(0.016)
0.035**
(0.017)
0.019
(0.017)
0.051***
(0.015)
0.017
(0.017)
-0.003
(0.018)
-0.012
(0.018)
0.027**
(0.012)
-0.008
(0.015)
0.013
(0.015)
-0.002
(0.016)
0.065***
(0.012)
0.019
(0.014)
-0.003
(0.016)
0.001
(0.017)
-0.001
(0.002)
-0.001
(0.001)
96251

A
A.1

Appendix
Item difficulty and discrimination scores

The IRT analysis of dichotomous data measures the ability of each clinician and the difficulty
and discrimination levels of each item. Difficulty measures the difficulty of the item for all
participants and discrimination measures the degree to which better clinicians are more likely to
get an item correct. For example, the question “did the doctor clearly explain the directions for
the drugs?” has a particularly high discrimination score and the question “did the doctor ask if
the child had convulsions?” has a particularly low discrimination score. This suggests that
clinicians with a high ability are much more likely to ask the first question, but not much more
likely to ask the second. Although both would appear important, doctors explain that (for the
question on convulsions) a mother would never fail to mention convulsions and therefore they
see this question as irrelevant. Some doctors do ask the question, but they are not necessarily the
better doctors. On the other hand, better doctors do tell their patients about the medications that
have been prescribed. This question helps to discriminate between the better and worse doctors.
The difficulty scores vary from approximately zero to approximately five. A negative difficulty
score simply suggests that most doctors will ask this question. Since the difficulty score has no
natural scale, the hypothesis that it is equal to zero has no economic meaning; we report p-value
cutoffs to indicate the strength of the higher scores for indicating tasks that are truly more
difficult. Note that almost all doctors welcome and greet their patients but many fewer pinch the
skin fold for young children with diarrhoea. The ability score serves as a fixed effect for each
clinician in the sample. The impact of the experiment is seen in the overall increase in the
probability of correctly performing an activity, not in an increase in ability.
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Table 7: Items in the RCR list, difficulty and discrimination scores
Item
type

Prac. Qual Scores
Discrimination
Difficulty

Item

Greeting and receiving
Did the doctor welcome and greet you?
Did the doctor listen to your description
of the illness?
Did you have a chair to sit in?
General, history taking
Did the doctor ask you how long you had
been suffering?
Did the doctor ask you if there were other
symptoms different from the main complaint?
Did the doctor ask if you already
received treatment elsewhere or took
medicine?
Education
Did he give you a name for your illness?
Did he explain your illness?
Did he explain the treatment?
Did he give you advice to improve your
health?
Did he explain if you need to return?
Did the doctor explain what the drugs are
for?
Did the doctor clearly explain instructions for the drugs?
Did the doctor order a lab test?
If so, did the doctor explain why you
would have this test?
Did he explain why you were referred?
Did he tell you what to do?

5.501 (1.128) *** 0.034 (0.723)
3.823 (1.225) *** -1.379 (0.808)*
3.244

(1.256) ***

-1.797

(0.838)**

8.301

(0.825) ***

3.139

(0.515)***

8.820

(0.726) ***

4.576

(0.456)***

9.305

(0.722) ***

5.351

(0.458)***

7.439 (0.584) ***
9.742 (0.714) ***
10.281 (0.879) ***
10.774 (0.812) ***

4.081 (0.384)***
5.408 (0.461)***
4.351 (0.539)***
6.266 (0.509)***

7.162 (0.574) ***
13.543 (1.133) ***

3.983 (0.375)***
5.976 (0.681)***

14.845

7.263

(1.216) ***

(0.729)***

2.446 (0.327) ***
14.009 (1.531) ***

1.650 (0.241)***
6.165 (0.903)***

9.835 (4.194) **
12.612 (5.357) **

4.631 (2.488)*
6.899 (3.135)**
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Table 8: RCR questions (II)
Item
type

Prac. Qual Scores
Discrimination
Difficulty

Item

Fever, history taking
Did the doctor ask you how long you had
a fever?
Did the doctor ask you if you had chills
or sweats?
Did the doctor ask you if you had a
cough or difficulty breathing?
Did the doctor ask you if you had diarrhoea or vomiting?
Did the doctor ask if you had a runny
nose?
Fever, history taking, under 5
Did the doctor ask the child had convulsions?
Did the doctor ask about difficulty drinking or breastfeeding?
Listen to the child’s breathing, or use a
stethoscope?
Did the doctor check the child’s ears?
Did the doctor ask questions about the
child’s vaccinations?
Cough, history taking
Did the doctor ask the duration of the
cough?
Did the doctor ask if there was sputum?
Did the doctor ask if you had blood in
your cough?
Did the doctor ask if you had difficulty
breathing?
Did the doctor ask if you also have a
fever?

7.333

(0.861) ***

4.082

(0.559)***

5.976

(0.718) ***

4.101

(0.486)***

5.075

(0.658) ***

3.585

(0.451)***

7.112

(0.807) ***

4.654

(0.531)***

7.665

(0.861) ***

4.859

(0.565)***

2.447

(0.979) ***

3.488

(0.689)***

4.834

(0.979) ***

3.998

(0.662)***

7.523

(1.152) ***

4.865

(0.758)***

5.006 (0.976) *** 4.394 (0.676)***
6.080 (1.061) *** 5.256 (0.728)***

7.436

(1.173) ***

3.476

(0.742)***

6.213 (0.832) *** 4.046 (0.557)***
5.821 (0.754) *** 4.795 (0.526)***
7.303

(0.977) ***

4.292

(0.635)***

6.807

(0.997) ***

3.690

(0.647)***
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Table 9: RCR questions (III)
Item
type

Prac. Qual Scores
Discrimination
Difficulty

Item

Cough, history taking, under 5
Did the doctor ask about the history of 5.944 (1.218)
vaccinations?
Did the doctor ask about difficulty drink- 5.333 (1.177)
ing or breastfeeding?
Did the doctor ask if the child had con- 2.416 (1.296)
vulsions?
Did the doctor check the child’s ears?
5.707 (1.197)
Did the doctor ask if the child had diar- 5.062 (1.141)
rhoea or vomiting?
Diarrhoea, history taking
Did the doctor ask how long you have 2.121 (1.413)
had diarrhoea?
Did the doctor ask how often you have a 4.671 (1.412)
movement?
Did the doctor ask about the way the 4.968 (1.474)
stool looks?
Did the doctor as if there was blood in 5.766 (1.382)
the stool?
Did the doctor ask if you are vomiting?
6.156 (1.590)
Did the doctor as if you also have a 7.461 (1.836)
fever?
Diarrhoea, history taking, under 5
Did the doctor ask about difficulty drink- 3.001 (2.121)
ing or breastfeeding?
Did the doctor ask if the child had con- -2.877 (3.137)
vulsions?
Did the doctor check the child’s ears?
3.628 (2.028)
Did the doctor ask if the child had diar- 5.030 (2.679)
rhoea or vomiting?
Did the doctor ask questions about the 1.982 (2.201)
child’s vaccinations?
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***

5.219

(0.848)***

***

4.401

(0.805)***

*

3.800

(0.922)***

*** 4.848 (0.829)***
*** 3.668 (0.758)***

0.382

(0.943)

***

2.651

(0.923)***

***

2.725

(0.956)***

***

3.864

(0.919)***

*** 3.489 (1.020)***
*** 4.037 (1.154)***

*
*

2.608

(1.391)*

0.287

(1.985)

3.626 (1.366)***
2.288 (1.638)
2.656

(1.484)*

Table 10: RCR questions (IV)
Item
type

Prac. Qual Scores
Discrimination
Difficulty

Item

Fever, diagnostic
Did the doctor take your temperature?
Did the doctor check for neck stiffness?
Did he ask if you felt weakness from lack
of blood?
Did he look in your ears or throat?
Did he check your stomach?
Did he ask for a blood slide?
Fever, diagnostic, under 5
Did the doctor check if the child was
sleepy, try to wake up the child?
Did the doctor pinch the skin fold of the
child?
Did the doctor check both of the child’s
feet?
Did the doctor check the child’s weight
against a chart?
Cough, diagnostic
Did he look at your throat?
Did he listen to your chest?
Did he take your temperature?

9.730 (0.945) *** 6.184 (0.619)***
4.887 (0.683) *** 4.764 (0.487)***
4.218 (0.652) *** 4.062 (0.464)***
4.918 (0.697) *** 4.778 (0.496)***
3.253 (0.638) *** 3.719 (0.460)***
5.888 (0.766) *** 3.425 (0.507)***
6.206

(1.018) ***

5.568

(0.706)***

6.429

(1.032) ***

5.640

(0.723)***

6.824

(1.165) ***

6.556

(0.831)***

3.411

(0.956) ***

3.293

(0.663)***

4.972 (0.728) *** 4.311 (0.524)***
6.663 (0.843) *** 4.113 (0.573)***
6.976 (0.866) *** 4.907 (0.596)***
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Table 11: RCR questions (IV)
Item
type

Prac. Qual Scores
Discrimination
Difficulty

Item

Cough, diagnostic, under 5
Did the doctor check if the child was
sleepy, try to wake up the child?
Did the doctor pinch the skin fold of the
child?
Did the doctor check the child’s eyes,
tongue, and palms?
Did the doctor check both of the child’s
feet?
Did the doctor check the child’s weight
against a chart?
Did he pinch the skin on the stomach?
Diarrhoea, diagnostic
Did he take your temperature?
If the child is under two years, did he
look at the child’s head?
Did the doctor offer the child a drink of
water or observe breastfeeding?
Diarrhoea, diagnostic, under 5
Did the doctor check the child’s eyes,
tongue and palms?
Did the doctor check both of the child’s
feet?
Did the doctor check the child’s weight
against a chart?
General, diagnostic
Did the doctor examine you?

5.185

(1.166) ***

4.683

(0.804)***

6.696

(1.305) ***

5.714

(0.903)***

6.992

(1.306) ***

5.624

(0.895)***

7.175

(1.474) ***

6.932

(1.066)***

4.562

(1.145) ***

4.382

(0.799)***

5.061

(1.349) ***

4.775

(0.955)***

6.923 (1.306) *** 5.109 (0.912)***
0.369 (4.247)
3.596 (2.911)
1.506

(3.471)

3.398

(2.347)

5.238

(2.238) **

4.504

(1.520)***

2.140

(2.483)

3.533

(1.700)**

0.190

(2.156)

1.242

(1.427)

7.935

(0.629) ***

4.785

(0.414)***
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